
Run no:- 1627, 17 April 2013 

Hare:- Peter 'Hayter Peacox' H 
Location:- Taling Chan, Baan Daolomdeun 

Scribe:-  

Despite Hooter Poop-cake’s noble efforts (along with “rusty” co-hare, Maverick) to set another 

looping trail at his favorite (infamous?) run site; the pack was alarmingly small, old and slow. (Or 

maybe there is cause-and-effect at play somehow…?) 

Even so and as always, our wonderful Hash-Piss, Miss Nibbles, was prepared for all contingencies 

with heavy-laden cool boxes with supplies that would satisfy a small army. 

These were off-loaded and rearranged interminably. And then rearranged again to make her work area 

“just right”. (Well, women are like that; whether Harriettes or not!) 

With no ranking members of the Committee available (GM, absent; Hash Cash, AWOL and so on), it 

was left to our intrepid hare to mismanage the On-Out as well as to provide misdirections for the trail. 

Just as we were to head out, a phone call came in with frantic pleas from Sheep Shagger and Sweetie 

to aid their arrival in a taxi with a meter rapidly overheating from spinning off kilometers. Despite 

calls from the pack to ignore them and leave the silly old sods to their own devices, Nibbles did her 

best. (Seems it did not go so well. They later reported the fare to have been 400 baht coming from 

Ekkamai where they foolishly believed they would be picked up by Ambrose who apparently ensnared 

them in a practical joke.) 

Eventually, the pack took off with a wheeze and a prayer. Bullit and Barbie hit an early check that 

allowed trailing Hashers, including the “Brenda Brothers” and Terachai, to catch up. (Due to late 

arrival, Deep Bagger and Sqealie were directed to the mid-point of the trail to ensure their return 

before the circle ended, alas.) 

As darkness descended, the merits of a well-laid trail played itself out as the Hares had done a sterling 

job of setting a reasonable number of checks, followed by ample marking. In sum, it was a good effort 

wasted on a tiny bunch of wheezing Seniors. 

Providing proof that central planning and rule-by-committee is unnecessary, a circle was 

spontaneously formed and conducted in good form. Inasmuch as there were no visitors present, 

suspense built over the awarding of Tits of the Week. 

Squealie made the mistake of revealing that the had transferred vast sums from Cyprus to Thailand 

prior to the banking crisis, probably precipitating it and also being responsible for the recent unwieldy 

appreciation of the baht. As if this was not bad enough, the pack was reminded that moves by the 

Cypriot government caused panic in the gold market. 

It soon became clear that individual actions and guilt by association in contributing to global financial 

turmoil made all the sins of all others excusable. 

Once “socialist drinking” was ended, the numbers dwindled further leaving Hapless Play-cock in a bit 

of a pickle. After a recent triumph where he was able to deliver a band of 20 merry Hashers for an On-

On-On, he had booked for at least 12. 

We were ushered into a private room well iced by the blast of a large AC unit that seemed to set the 

flatscreen TV below into a mass of static and fuzzy images. Perhaps to save face (or perhaps because 

he is just a decent human being), the Hare generously paid for a sumptuous meal that was enjoyed by 

all. 

 


